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Sigma Tau Delta's first annual book ball

Upcoming
events preview
By SARAH BRASE
Crescent Staff

World's Got Talent
W h a t : Wo r l d ' s G o t Ta l e n t

with "Late Night Show"theme
Who: Everyone
When:Tonight (Nov. 14) at 7
Where: Bauman Auditorium

What you can expect: A wide
range of performances includ
ing belly dancing, spoken word,
Chinese flute, and singing
Why you should attend: "It's
a great chance for students to
support their peers in display
ing an element of culture that
they might not get to see on
a regular basis, and to create

Silhouettes at the Victorian/Regency table (above) and Literature Jeopardy (below)
Photo by MAKENZIE DAVIS | The Crescent

a sense of cultural awareness

within the community," says
Amber Nelson, alumnus and

multicultural student programs
l e a d e r.

Sophomore B&W
What: Sophomore Black and
White Murder Mystery Night
with 1920's theme
*

NNV\o-.^o\

drawing Peter Pan
Photo by MAKENZIE DAVIS / The Crescent

Operation Christmas
Child packing party
Act Six partners with
Portland Leadership
Foundation, prepares
welcome boxes

B y C H E L S E A S O WA R D S

George Fox University Is
hosting its annual Operation
Christmas Child (OCC) packing
party this Sunday from 3 to 5:30
p.m. in the Edwards-Holman

be advertised due to a person
Crescent Staff

The Act Six program at
George Fox University is part
nering with Portland Leader
ship Foundation (PLF) to create
welcome boxes for foster chil
dren.

PLF's vision is to "develop
multicuitural leaders and grow

effective, charitable organiza
tions in order to transform and

strengthen [the] community."
Alongside PLF, Act Six, a
leadership and scholarship
program, Is starting an initia
tive to make welcome boxes for

foster children in transition.

The Department of Human
Services in Oregon is often un
derfunded and understaffed.

During the process of transition
ing into their new foster homes,

children wait for multiple hours

until a social worker is able
to find a suitable foster home

placement.
" D N S o f fi c e s s t a r t e d t o c o m e

to PLF, creating awareness of
the lack of foster care homes

for foster care children," ex
plained senior Karlna Ramirez,
Act Six scholar and leader of
the Welcome Box Initiative.
"PLF decided to create these

welcome boxes as a step to
bring awareness to the issue;
also, to create a safe space for

children that come into DHS

offices. PLF asked Act Six to be

part of this initiative."

These welcome boxes are

filled with age-appropriate
items that are meant to enter

tain the children while they wait
for placement In DHS offices.
These boxes consist of a hand

written note, coloring book,
blank journal, art supplies, nonperishable snacks, a toothbrush,
toothpaste, and toys.
PLF estimates that these

welcome boxes will help more
than four thousand children in
the Portland metro area.

nel change in the Associated
Student Community's Christian
Services committee.
"Our Missions Coordinator

had to drop out early on in the
year," ASC Christian Services Di
rector Ton) Snyder said, "so we
Just hired a new one at the be
ginning of the month and he Is

taking on coordinating Opera
tion Christmas Child."

Jorge Arcig, a junior trans

fer from Portland Community

p a r t y.

Washington counties, has 1,640
certified foster homes and 3,143

Snyder said.

foster children in the system.

students together to assemble

"He has done an incred

The packing party will bring

shoeboxes full of Christmas

This falls in line with our belief

[by] making disciples through
the local church—not an orga
nization— in every part of the
world."

OCC is an outreach program
sponsored by Samaritan's Purse
International Relief and has dis
tributed over 94 million boxes
since 1993.

gifts for boys and girls of various

According to the Samaritan's
Purse's Web site, "Samaritan's

ages. Recommended gift Items

Purse is a nondenominatlonal

include toys, school supplies,
hygiene Items, candy, and per

sonal notes. The boxes are then
sent to countries worldwide and

need something to brighten
their day, or to remind them
that they are not forgotten and
alone. [We are] trying to make a

given to children to show God's
love and share the word of Jesus

local difference In our commu

organization participating in Op
eration Christmas Child; others

nity."

the boxes as well as through
those who disciple children.
fulfill the Great Commission is

has tackled the challenge of
putting on the OCC packing

of pulling this event together,"

come from broken homes and

maritan's Purse because of their

emphasis on sharing the gospel
in a tangible way," Amstutz said.
"As well, they are committed to
working through local churches
as the primary distributors of

that the most effective way to

ible job with such short notice

help children in need in our
community," said Ramirez. "Es
pecially, for foster children that

Senior Pastor John Amstutz

of Newberg Foursquare said his
church decided to fully commit
to OCC this year after partici
pating on a limited basis for the
past five years.
"We decided to participate
in OCC and partner with Sa

new Missions Coordinator and

Multnomah, Clackamas and

because we felt the calling to

boxes including: ZIon Luther
an Church, Grace Baptist, and
Newberg Foursquare.

College, has been hired as the

According to PLF, the Port
land metro area, which includes

"The reason why Act Six
is taking the time to do this is

Where: Stevens Center

What you can expect: Murder
Mystery game throughout the
night, photo booth, good music,
great food, entertainment, and
giveaways

Crescent Staff

Atrium. The event was slow to
By LEAH ABRAHAM

When: Friday, Nov. 16 from
6-7:30 p.m.

Christ.

George Fox is not the only
in town are also assembling

evangelical Christian organi

zation providing spiritual and
physical aid to hurting people
around the world."

Since 1970, Samaritan's Purse

has helped meet the needs
of people who are victims of
war, poverty, natural disasters,
disease, and famine, with the
purpose of sharing God's love
through His Son, Jesus Christ.

Why you should attend:

It's free and on campus. "Get
dressed up with your friends
and come over for a good
time and be ready to solve the
murder mystery. There may be a
prize in store,"says Anna Philipsen, associate director of alumni
relations.

Musical Theatre Night
What: A night of Musical

Theatre songs performed by
faculty and students

Who: Students and faculty;
special guest: Jennifer Davies,
a professional singer from Portand

When: Friday, Nov. 16, 7:30

p.m. (doors open at 7:10 p.m.).
Expected end time: 8:45 p.m.
Where: Wood-mar Audito
r i u m

What you can expect: A
compilation of 18 performances
of Broadway songs of various
selections In a Broadway revue
style
Why you should attend:

"The musical talent we have

at [George] Fox Is enchanting.
Prepare to laugh, tear up, and
smile with a night that is sure
to be lovely, heart-warming,
and the perfect night out," says
Tiffany Gilly, a senior theatre
student.

*Thjs event is free. Donations
are accepted for KCACTF theatre

conference in February.
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GFU honors program to start fall 2014
system where there's this elite
group of students and then

By ALEX GAMEZ
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

On Oct. 24, the undergradu

ate faculty approved a proposal

interdisciplinary discussions of
primary sources."
The fundamental structure

at George Fox University. A di

of the program borrows its blue
print from the Torrey Honors
Institute at Biola University.

rector will be hired for next year,

However, the honors task force

a n d t h e fi r s t s t u d e n t s w i l l a r r i v e
in fall 2014.

altered that model significantly

to create a new honors program

According to one of the pro

posal's advocates, Mark David

Hall, the program's mission will
build upon that of the university

as a whole; preparing students

to fit George Fox. The program
is infused with Quaker traditions
of attitude, method, content,

their lives with integrity and
passion. Other faculty members
who drafted the program's
proposal in conjunction with
Hall include Corey Beals, David
Hansen, Melanie Hulbert, Clella
Jaffe, and BillJolliff.

academically gifted students
should receive their educat on

ternatlves to Western traditions.

separate from s^dents enro led

The general education
package has been revised for

in traditional general education

honors students. The program

requires students to successfully

level coursework, which includes

concern regarding this student
division based on perceived in

Springer Mock additionally
expressed concern regarding
the program's general call for

August and a three-credit senior
thesis course. Ultimately, this
program will require students

"[This program] sequesters
students away from others. I feel
like there's so much richness

coursework per semester for

In general education classes
with people who are maybe

In addition, the honors cur
riculum focuses on the "Great

Books" of the western tradi

tion—a large compilation of

seven semesters; students will

and concepts have withstood
the test of multiple genera
tions. The curriculum, then, will

simultaneously engage in other

motivated students, which is

from complementary spiritual

fully engaged with the larger
student body in various majors
and campus activities." More
over, professors serve both

texts such as non-Western cre

Goethe's "Faust."
T h e c u r r i c u l u m a l s o b e n e fi t s

ation myths, the "Koran" and AlGhazali's "The Incoherence of

the Philosophers." The purpose
of these additional texts, accord
ing to the program's proposal. Is

Azusa Pacific University school of business and management

that can be had when you re

to take six hours of honors-level

works from writers whose ideals

include works such as Plato's

tellect and ability.

course during the third week of

not as academically gifted, and

you can learn better that way,

elective and major courses.

high school students who have

achieved a high level of aca
demic success. A 3.7 GPA and
a combined SAT score of 1800,

two application essays whose

content will be determined by

the honors director and com

mittee, and finally, a finalist

Springer Mock said.

Despite the acceptance of
this program's proposal, there

See HONORS I page 8

"It feels like it creates a

WeAreHope comes to George Fox
B y R YA N L A C K E Y
Crescent Staff

The

creation

of

a

new

campus organization, WeAre
Hope, will provide a safe,
comforting, and reassuring en
vironment for students strug
gling with depression, anxiety
and suicide. Through a biweekly
meeting system and various
get-togethers and small group

the varied struggles of college

and belief in the caring nature

life and the emotional ramifi
cations associated with those
struggles.

leviate negative emotions and
negative self-talk. Conversing

Community outreach is also
a top priority of WeAreHope.
Recently, a group of delegates
from WeAreHope was sent to

participate in a suicide aware
ness walk in Portland, communi

cating a general understanding
of depression as an increasingly

r e fl e c t i o n s e s s i o n s , W e A r e

Hope strives to battle suicide

You have

I struggle with whether that's
okay or not, because I think it'll
set up some resentment, a kind

of a class system here."

Springer Mock expressed her

complete 46 hours of honors-

there's everybody else," she said.
"And the standards for the aca
demically gifted students will be
different than for other people.

"Trofessor of English Melan^

riculum.

"Apology," Dante's "Inferno," and

"who enjoy leading rigorous,

literature, and two, providing
students with multicultural 3'-

a one-hour first-year orientation

Among its core tenets, the
"program fosters a commu
nity of well-prepared, highly

as instructors and mentors

wXte premise namely th

theology, and vocational ap
plication within the honors cur

to thrive in academic, profes

sional, and personal arenas of

two-fold: one, to explore nonWestern influences on Western

and ensure that all students

common mood disorder in the

at George Fox University feel

United States.
Some mental health watch

loved, valued and accepted.
WeAreHope believes in per
sonal connection and sharing
within a small, supportive

of friends and family all help al

about one's nature, fears, and

challenges all work to help the

individual overcome deeply
sensitive issues in one's life.
S t u d e n t s n o t a f fl i c t e d b y

these challenges are also invited
to join WeAreHope. These stu
dents will typically provide their
support by listening or voicing
their own everyday struggles.
U l t i m a t e l y, W e A r e H o p e

dog organizations have estimat

strives

ed the number of Americans

support system that forms
deep, lasting friendships

combating depression to be as

to

create

a

concrete

I setting. The best way to instill high as 27 million; college-age among all types of students
students are particularly suscep
from a myriad of backgrounds.
I hope, compassion, and self-con
tible to depression and anxiety Equality, respect, and mutual
fidence within people, WeAre
Hope believes, is the fostering due to stress, loneliness and understanding are all of vital

Take the next step with an
M B A f r o m A z u s a P a c i fi c .

of genuine friendships with an

emphasis on accountability. As a
consequence, significant time Is
devoted to conversation about

other social factors.
Additional studies have
shown that extended social in

teraction, feelings of belonging,

importance to WeAreHope, as
well as the dignity and inherent
pricelessness of human life.

ASC vice president on student funding options
B y J E S S I C A S TA N T O N
Guest Contributor

Past articles have expounded
on the Associated Student Com

munity's role within the student
body and its current activities
on campus. ASC works to be

accessible, communicating to
students and future ASC leaders
how more student involvement

can happen.
Our primary mode of com
munication is through our uni
versity page—asc.georgefox.
edu— and ASC's Facebook

page. On either site, students

who wish to apply for any fund

Earn your master's degree in business,
when and how you want.

may find instructions to do so.
Central Committee minutes and

information regarding applying
for an ASC position is available
for all. Further, we strive to reach

TRADITIONAL PROGRAMS:

Our business pragrams allow you to earn your degree at your own pace, taking one.
two, or more classes per nina-week term. What's more, the course material centers
on your real-world experience.

GFU students through the Stall
Street Journal, posters In the
Student Union Building, the LCD
screens located near the Bruin

• Master of Business Administration .

Den and living areas, KFox radio,
and finally, The Crescent.

• Master of Arts in Management
• Onllns Master of Arts In Management

write about ASC funds and their

Since I have been asked to

many purposes, I have decided

to inform the student body of

FIFTH-YEAR PROGRAMS:

Designed lor students interested in earning their bachelor's and going straight into a
master's, APU's fifth-year programs help you complete your degree In just one year.
Our Young Executive and Millennial programs also offer field-study trips around the world.

(£rEfiicent

• Millennial Master of Business Administration

• Young Executive Master of Business Administration

Editors-lnChiel
CHELSEA SOWARDS
ALEXIS CHRISTOPNERSON
Public Relatxins Rep
LfSALOPERFIOO

Business Manager

Learn more about APU's graduate
business programs:
WWW.APU.EDU/EXPLORE/SBM

First, the Academic Need

Fund provides monetary
support for those students who

wish to pursue academic or spir
itual involvement, typically off-

ik
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News Editor
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Goil first Since 1399

Opinion Editor
LEVI BOWERS

A&C/Feature Edrtcr
lilAKENZIE DAVIS

Photograptw

manent structures on campus

ences and delivering academic
presentations to specialists in a
respective, associated field.

Further, this fund cannot be
used toward the fulfillment of
a degree or other academic re

quirement. It can, however, sup
plement any student's wish for

additional academic or spiritual

learning experiences.
The Community Life Fund
exists to build friendships, create

fun, and spread the gospel of
Jesus Christ at GFU by funding
extracurricular and student-led

activities. Last year, this fund

was limited in its giving, main

taining a 10-student minimum

with every proposal passed.
This year, ASC Supreme

Court Chief Justice Bryan

Kasler has worked to revise this
minimum. As a result, access

Interns

JORDAN PHILUPS
UBERTY ENGLISH
SARAH BIERNACKI

Copy Editors
SARAH BRASE

A LY S S A W O O D R U F F

U U R E N PA R K E R

KOSETTEISAKSCM

Layout Editor
HEATHER DEROSA

QUINTON BLANTON

Reporters
LEAH ABRAHAM
RYAN LACKEY
KATHERBC VANLANtHttCHAM
JESSICA RIVERA

fund is designed for students to

brainstorm ideas regarding per

Miin Office (503) $54-3011

SHARAYAH GRACtANI

year from Nov.5 to Nov.19. This

attending off-campus confer

SusinMS I Ad Irtqulrss (503) ^3017

Sports Editor
MATTHEW GARDNER

to this fund now requires a
minimum of three applying stu
dents per proposal.
The Student Project Fund is
a seasonal fund that opens this

campus. These activities include

The Crescent Staff 2012-2013

• Young Executive Master of Arts in Management
• Master of ProfesslonQl Accountancy (JauncNng 2013)

(866) 209-1559

four major funds integrated Into
ASC's budget every year.

JOEL RURIK

CAROLINE SMITH

that will enhance the campus
experience. Campus additions
resulting from this fund include

the fire pit, the pond in the
Bruin Den, and lights on the
tennis courts.

The Social Responsibil

ity Fund is available for students

who wish to donate to a non
profit organization. This fund

was created to ameliorate the

needs of those who are suffer
ing in a broken world.

All of these funds are created

to give back to the student

body. As your student represen

tatives, we review and decide

whether to grant or reject every
proposal for funds.

We are excited and ready

to see the many ways students
desire to use the funds for this
y e a r.

Utters to the editor are w^comed and wil

3 fifst-received basis. Letters

^ signature, academic
indud
s tdass
he
authws
mwr

The opinions and ideas presented
tn this paper do not necessarily re
flect thoM of the Cres<»]t sta^ the

'Apartment narne and
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ty, or
George Fox
Universi
ty.
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World Series recap

FCA is stronger than ever at George Fox
By KATHERINE VANLANDINGHAM
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Working together to promote

integrity, excellence, service, and
teamwork is George Fox Universi
ty's Fellowship of Christian Athletes
mantra.

FCA is an international organiza
tion known for sponsoring student-

led huddles or groups at the junior
high through college level. Their ul
timate goal Is fulfilling their mission
statement of presenting to coaches
and athletes, and ail whom they in
fluence, the challenge and adventure
of receiving Jesus Christ as Savior
and Lord, serving Him in their rela
tionships, and in the fellowship of

the church.

On the George Fox campus, FCA
members meet regularly for Bible
studies, to plan upcoming club
events, and to ultimately Join in fel

lowship together through prayer and
worship.
"Our hope and prayer for this
group is that student athletes are
able to connect In a different way to
the Gospel and to grow deep in their
relationship with Christ," says FCA
leader and Senior Kate Freiheit.

Most recently, FCA participated
in Fields of Faith (FOF), a nationally
recognized FCA event, taking a small
group of students to McMinnville
High School. During FOF, FCA leaders

were able to bring life to the campus
through games, live music and fun;

but they were also presented the op

portunity to share testimonies and

participate in a time of worship.

"This was a very rewarding expe

rience for all of us," said Freiheit.

George Fox University's FCA
members have a full year ahead of
them as they prepare for this winter's
dodge ball event and next semester's
huddles.

For more information concerning

FCA on campus visit facebook.com/
GeorgeFoxUniversityFca.

B y M AT T G A R D N E R
Crescent Staff

Entering the 108th World Series between the
Detroit Tigers and the San Francisco Giants, the

Tigers swept the New York Yankees in a lopsided

ALCS, giving Tigers fans plenty of optimism.
This false sense of hope was exposed when
the teams met on the field and the Giants pitchers
made the Tigers look like a bunch of minor league
baseball players. Giants pitching held Tigers stars
Miguel Cabrera and Prince Fielder to a combined 4
for 27 (.148). Cabrera went 3 for 13, Fielder was 1 for
14.

With the Giants holding a commanding 3-0
lead entering Game 4, the bubbly was on ice and
the World Series Trophy was in the clubhouse when
Tigers pitcher Max Scherzer threw out the first pitch
in the top of the first inning.
Following a third Inning home run by Miguel
Cabrera, the party celebration looked as though
it may end up getting delayed in Motown as the
Tigers took a 2-1 lead. This was the first and last
lead of the series for Detroit, after a Buster Posey
two-run homer to left field in the sixth gave the
Giants a 3-2 lead.

Although the Tigers battled back to tie the
game at 3-3 in the bottom of the sixth on a Delmon
Young home run, the resilient Giants continued to
battle. Eventually, the Giants clinched the World
Series on a Marco Scutaro single to drive in Ryan
Theriot in the top of the 10th to take the lead 4-3.
Closer Sergio Romo became the seventh player
to record at least three saves in a single World
Series, as he retired the side to secure the Commis

sioner's Trophy for the San Francisco Giants.
The Giants'4-0 sweep of the Tigers marked the
twenty-first sweep in World Series history and was
only the second time Detroit has been swept in a
World Series, dating back to 1907.
With the win, the Giants have won 2 out of the
last 3 World Series titles and became the second

team to win the first three games of a World Series

with their starting pitchers registering a victory and
allowing no more than one run in each game.
Let the partying continue in San Francisco!

George Fox sports recap
By JESSIC A R IVER A
Crescent Staff

The George Fox University voUeybail women
. ate cuTTent\y tanV-ed fvfth \n the NotXYvwesx Con) lerence and are overaVi and 7-7 "in Vne con^ei-

George Fox FCA Students Meet for Fe/lowshfp and Fun

ence. Tiffany Burke and Lucy Capron were given

Photo b/JOEL RURIK J The Crescent

Northwest Conference (NWQ Student-Athlete of

the week titles three times during the

Success for Oregon college football teams
B y M AT T G A R D N E R
Crescent Staff

Both college football teams in
Oregon are playing tremendous
football and have put themselves
in position, with a month of regular
season remaining, to play in the na
tional spotlight.
The Oregon Ducks entered the
season #5 in the preseason poll, trail
ing only the University of Southern
California Trojans (#1) in the national

last year.
This season the Beavers have

Improved to a shocking 7-1 overall
record and are 5-1 in the Pac-12 Con

ference. Oregon State bounced back
from a disappointing loss last week
to the Washington Huskies 20-17,
with a 36-26 win over the Arizona
State Sun Devils.
T h e B e a v e r s a r e r a n k e d # 11 i n

the current BCS rankings and have
games remaining against #14 Stan
ford and #3 Oregon.

Both Oregon and Oregon State
fans are highly anticipating the Civil
Wa r t h i s s e a s o n w h e n t h e D u c k s

season. Chelsea Wilson was a/so awarded
N W C A t h l e t e o f t h e We e k t w i c e .

"During the season we learned a lot about what

It means to be mentally tough in facing adversity
and how to take setbacks in stride without caving
in just because the going got tough," said Burke.
The Bruin cross country men finished fifth In
their 8K race and the women eighth in the 6K at the
NWC Country Championships on Oct. 27. Joseph
Pia finished fifth and was awarded First Team AllNorthwest Conference honors.

bring their high-octane offense to

Last Saturday, the men and women's competed
at the NCAA Dill West Region Cross Country Cham

Civil War will be played in Corvallis

pionships where the men finished 12th out of 17

face the Beavers' stout defense. The
on Nov. 24.

standings. The disappointing USC
Trojans dropped to #17 after losing

teams and the women finished 15th out of 18.

The team was trained under new coach, Randy
Dalzell.

"The coaching change was a struggle in the be
ginning of the season," said Pia. "Randy has been a
wonderful coach, doing his best to bridge that gap
that the coaching change created between us and

several games in Pac-12 Conference
play.

Although the Trojans entered

their match-up with the Ducks on
Nov. 3 with several losses, they were
the last conference opponent to
defeat Oregon, with a 38-35 victory

himself."

The Bruin men's soccer team began the season
with new Head Coach Luis Del Rio. This season has

been a learning process for the men as they ad
justed to Del Rio's new style, which is much differ
ent than In years past. Rio believes they "can beat
anyone" because they can compete. The team is

at Autzen Stadium last season.

The Ducks, who have developed
a team motto of "nameless faceless"

opponents, were looking to remain

2-15-1 overall and 2-11 in the conference.

undefeated on the season and keep

The women's soccer team finished 2-14-2 overall

their national title hopes alive when
they traveled to Southern California
this past weekend to face the Trojans.
Under the bright "Coliseum lights, the
Ducks proved their worth as a con
ference power and solidified their

and 1-13 in conference. Throughout the season
Jordyn Brenneman was honored NWC Offensive

Student-Athlete of the week; Michelle Young was

awarded the same honors twice. Corin Beaudry,

Alyssa Montero, and Ally Swanson were honored
with NWC Defensive Student-Athlete of the Week.

claim as a national title contender

with a 62-51 victory over USC.

With the win, the impressive

Upcoming Events;

Ducks improved to 9-0 overall and

6-0 in the Pac-12 Conference. Oregon
is also ranked #3 in the latest BCS

Men's Basketball

rankings, trailing only #1 Alabama
and #2 Kansas State. Chip Kelly im

Nov. 16, vs. Colorado College

proved to 43-6 in his fourth season
as the Oregon head coach.
Although the Ducks are touted
as the best in the Pac-12 Conference,

Nov. 19 vs. Portland Bible

7:30 p.m.

7:00 p.m.

the surprising Oregon State Beavers

Women's Basketball

are also making waves on a nation
al scale. Oregon State entered the

season ranked outside the APTop 25
and finished with a 3-9 overall record

Nov. 21, @ LJniversity of Redlands
Fans Gather atAutzen Stadium

6:00 p.m.
Photo by MATT GARDNER | The Crescent
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feature__
Ask Miss J
advice column
Finally! The Miss J Advice Column is printed for
your eyes to read. Although I received many ques

tions for this column, I chose the top three that
could relate to a broad range of George Fox stu

dents. Read the following questions and see if you
could take a piece of advice for yourseif.
Dear Miss J,

My girlfriend just dumped me. How should I deal
with it?

Sincerely,
Hurt

Dear Hurt,

Man, that's a hard process to deal with. It's okay
to feel sad for a while, though. Take time for your
self to process your feelings. That's perfectly normal
throughout a breakup.
Go ahead and think about the reasons why the
relationship didn't work. You need to understand
that it takes two people to make a relationship
work, but just one person to end it.
It probably was meant to end if the other person
was so disconnected any ways. If you feel like the
reason for the breakup was because of your actions,
however, then look at the relationship as a lesson.
Yo u k n o w w h a t n o t t o d o n e x t t i m e . Yo u l i v e a n d

you learn, right?
Give yourself some space from others. You might
be tempted to contact your ex. 1 do not advise this.
You're trying to move on and this will only disrupt
the breakup process. Accept what happened. Go
ahead and deal with the "hate" phase.
Then, begin to open up to your friends about
the situation. This can be the first step to a new be
ginning. Slowly, but surely, you will find strength to
be yourself again. Start removing "memory triggers"
about your ex from your sight. Preoccupy yourself
with hobbies or other activities that are healthy.
Stay active.
Breaking up is a process; you probably won't get
over it right away. But, if you take my advice, the
process could end up being a smooth one.
Dear Miss J,

How do I get the guy that I like to know that I am
I n t e r e s t e d ? S h o u l d I m a k e t h e fi r s t m o v e o r s h o u l d I

wait for him to?

Sincerely,
Shy Girl
Dear Shy Girl,
First of all, I have to remind you that it is 2012!
Women all around the world are asking their part
ners for their hand in marriage and making the first
move. It is your year to be bold. With that said, you
need to make the first move on him. You're proba
bly wondering, how do I get him interested without
looking obsessive?
There are actually a number of ways. Begin to in
vestigate what your crush's interests are. Then, take
Interests in his interests (if that makes any sense...).

The key is to choose a hobby you can actually see
yourself getting involved in; this shows him you are
open to new things.
You are more likely to click if you are involved

with activities that both you and your crush enjoy.
Secondly, be supportive. If your crush Is on a
sports team, start planning to show up to his games.
If he is into chess, show up at the chess competi
tions. He'll see that you are that chick that is "down
for the cause" (in other words, supportive).
Furthermore, open up more towards him. If you
have a class together, ask him if he would like to

Top ten things to be thankfiil for
By JORDAN ASHLEY
MITCHELL-PHILLIPS
Crescent Staff

Thanksgiving is officially around the corner
and you are making plans to figure out where and wttn
whom you will be spending this holiday. Most like^, i
will be with your family. Every year, your family gathers

around the large and long dining roorn table full ot tooo
that is sure to make you more than satisfied.

1.

Friends and Family

2.

A roof over your head and meals to eat

3.

Your health

4.

Ability to see, touch, hear, smell, taste ...

5.

That you live in America

6.

That you have the opportunity to receive

But before you dig in, you are ordered to take the

hand of the relatives sitting next to you as the family
bows their head to pray. Your dad selects you to say
grace over the food; he adds that you need to mention
the things that you are thankful for this year.

an education

Well, of course you're thankful for many things. But

what should you narrow it down to? What are the few

to move, to talk, to read etc.

main things you are thankful for in your life?

7.

The ability to see another day

Everyone should be thankful for something iri their
life. When it comes to the specifics, however, its difficult

8.

Challenges (Without them, you wouldn't

9.

Accomplishments (They help you grow as

to describe our specific blessings. I've done some re

search and found ten things that one should never forget
t o b e t h a n k f u l f o r.

These ten reasons are all-inclusive; they are ones to
which almost everyone can relate. So next time you are

chosen to say grace, mention one of these reasons. You
can be assured you will see many nods of approval as

be the person you are today)
well)

10 That you have the ability to show
gratitude in the first place

each one of your relatives can attest to them.

A funky Thanksgiving tradition
By ALLISON MEADE
Crescent Staff

It's quite fair to say that the
number one thing we all think of
when we're talking about Thanksgiv
ing is family. Okay, maybe heaps of
delicious food as well, but let's talk

item!' And then we just kind of do
like a hodge-podge of everything.
It's super fun!"

Coburn has really never cel
ebrated a traditional Thanksgiv

ing. The tradition of a different food

every year started when she was
about family first.
in elementary school. Her family
One tradition that current George went to Disneyland over Thanksgiv
Fox University student, Katelyn ing break and ended up eating corn
Coburn, shares with her family every dogs at the theme park for their
November is not the traditional
holiday meal. She remembers being
Thanksgiving we all think of at all. so happy with her corn dog because
The thought of roasting up a savory she was having a great time with her
little brother on
turkey and mashing up creamy pota
toes would be somewhat strange to a l l o f t h e r i d e s .
the Coburn family.
She didn't care
Every year Coburn's family picks about a turkey,
a different type of food to cook up s h e c a r e d a b o u t
and they share a funky dish every the ones she >was
Thanksgiving. Coburn's face lit up as w i t h .
she excitedly talked about this tradi
This
tradi
tion with her family that she loves, t i o n i s s o m e
"We've had burgers, we've done bar
thing special to
becue, and Chinese food!"

Coburn and her

Every year is new in her family
and It's always changing! She even
recalls running through the grocery
store with her family and everyone
grabbing something different.
She said, "So we'll go into a
grocery store and we'll be like 'Okay
everybody, let's go and pick one

entire family. "It's
something we

to.
No
matter
where we're at

in life, no matter

By LIBERTY ENGLISH
Crescent Staff

been a messy race.
The nation, as well as students

Massachusetts governor Mitt Romney

at George Fox University, remain
divided about the outcome of the

conceded to President Barack Obama

election.

T h e e l e c t i o n i s o v e r. T h e f o r m e r

in the 2012 presidential race at ap
proximately 1 a.m. (EST) Nov. 7.
Born in Hawaii on August 4,1961,
Barack Hussein Obama II served in

the Illinois Senate for seven years and

Director of the Center for Peace

and Justice at GPU Clint Baldwin said,
"My beliefs have never fully matched
any candidate; politics is a world of
compromise."

"I am really disappointed," junior

Marlssa Huddleston said. The major

President Obama led in the polls by
a small margin, Romney's concession
speech clenched what could have

ity of poll viewers on campus for the

B y M A K E N Z I E D AV I S
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

Thanksgiving usually brings
relaxation, families, and copious
amounts of your great aunt UIga's
pecan pie. However, traveling home

It can be stressful to try to balance school with

for the measly four-day holiday is not

your social life. But, it is possible. The trick is time

a viable option for a fair number of

management. If you know you have a big test
coming up within the next five days, divide the
study information/study guide into three to five

students.

par t s .

On one day you study one section of the infor
mation, then on the next, study another, and so on.
Then, on the weekend, treat yourself to a couple of
hours of hangout time with your friends. It is not
good to spend your whole week on full grind mode.
You need a break every now and then.
If you have any questions for Miss J, send her an
email at missjallday.2012@gmail.com.

er and making the time that they
spend together Incredibly memo
rable; something we can all aspire to
dothisThanksgiving holiday.

results seem to agree. There were

others, however, who say that the

reelection of President Obama was
no shock.

"I kind of already knew that

Obama would win," Crescent Sports
Editor Matthew Gardner said.

Election time is always stressful

and passionate because it seems like
the results are so out of the voters'
control.

ASC President Wesley Jones said
Become educated In the ailments
of our communities and do what we
can to make a difference on a local

level. That's all we can do."

Ways to spend Thanksgiving on campus

social life?

Dear Stressed,

they concentrate on being togeth

Campus reactions to Presidential election

2012 Presidential Election. Although

Stressed

time of thanks and celebration. They
don't stress over the little things, yet

Photo courtesy of GOOGLE IMAGES

Start putting effort into what you wear and start
small conversations that pushes him to talk to you.
Get to know your crush first. Then, you can plan to

Sincerely,

capture the value of family and trea
suring the ones you love during this

how busy life gets.

This gives you a reason to have to talk to him.

How can I manage academic success and my

Thanksgiving!"
Coburn and her family truly

Uncommon foods make for a new and interesting Thanksgiving.

was the incumbent candidate for the

Dear Miss J,

look forward to. We're all going to

come together and have some funky

all look forward

study together or work together on a class project.

m a k e t h e fi r s t m o v e .

that's still something that we can all

Thankfully, there are other oppor
tunities that allow students to feel

the warmth and holiday cheer asso
ciated with Thanksgiving.
"During Thanksgiving I either

spend time with friends of family
who live in the area or have "friends-

giving" with other students unable
to go home," said Rachel Clarkson,
senior at George Fox University and
pro on-campus-Thanksgiving-dlner.

Friendsgiving, for those who have

not heard, is a time when left behind
students who are too far from home
come together to share food and

Silly board games that are both hu-

mihating and exposing, and lastly,

play games. Now, this dinner has the

putting off those end of semester

participants pitch in. Yes, even in the
tiny on-campus ovens, a Butterball

coming week.

potential to be a legitimate meal If all
as your

research papers that are due in the

In addition to cooking with your

mends, the school cafeteria actually
puts on a good meal.

is also the possibilitv

that all of the entrees wil fail and you

make the

not

and your group of ifrinends
wil make
enaswill makes

f

t

h o l i d a y,

do

i. students stay on

memory sharing a Thanksgiving slice simrSv r You feel like you
of Shan's pie. ^ ^ ^'mply cannot go on with a campusEither way, the night is focused
cooking adventure, some

on forming and deepening S
Some other great

professors invite students to their

^il^Tne^?b

rncTudI
Jl- Th^anTsgltinq advantage of
Black FriHa t? "^'Qht to qo all it '^"''^habited campus for
Black Friday shopping, playing tho^se t^^ose four days,
the campus belongs to you.
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Behind scenes of GFU

Servant of Two Masters^' recap

as concert
By KELLY COOLEN
Rt#

vei

■

u

—

Guest Contributor

By ALEXIS CHRISTOPHERSON

pertaining to the theme are

Crescent Staff

to
thp December, members of ^aped through alistening
rticles and

n»n
University
Department
see hoursMu^c

books, diving Into Scripture, and
work and pianning pay off in "SH upon the thought,
what many feei is an ir^pactfu" What does Christ's birth mean
and powerful event.

.^P^f^u'
ating the
dialogue
be spoken
during
the
The annual Christmas that Will
concert
also
happens
during
concert retells the story of

Christ's birth through music

Scripture readings, and dance'
Accompanying these elements
are a set, lighting effects, pro
fessional sound quality, and
decorations that are known to
impress.

The concert does more than

this time. These processes take
place during summer and fail.
Next comes the assessment
of the kind of choir and instru

mentalists involved in the pro

duction. Wenz has to make sure

the music chosen is appropriate
to skill level and fits the allotted
time and rehearsal hours. Music

just retell the nativity story. The selections are changed, but are
intent of the concert is to share

the true meaning of Christmas, usually finalized by mid-fall. Re
and indicate what Christ's birth
means, all while giving off the

hearsing the Christmas music

the Christmas story. This concert
is an event that many stu

get more serious come mid-se

true essence of Christmas and

begins in late September with

read-throughs, before things
mester.

dents, families, and community

"It's more than just music at
this concert,"Wenz added.

and way to kick off the holiday

'Behind-the-scenes' com
ponents of the concert include

members attend as a tradition
s e a s o n .

However, a presentation

such as this does not take place

over night. In fact, it doesn't
even take place over a semester.

According to Loren Wenz, the
department of music chair and
director of choral activities at

GFU, the first stages of planning
the Christmas concert usually
start 12 months before the

concert actually happens.
During the time of the
concert, Wenz begins to formu
late ideas for the next one. He

keeps an ear and eye out for any

staging, lighting, sound, decor,
programs, choreography, overall

production, and more. Orches

trating these factors begins in
spring and summer, and are in

full swing in the fall.

"Our poinsettias are ordered

In June," said Wenz in regards to
the flowers lining the edge of
the Bauman Auditorium stage

The fail play, "The Servant of
Two Masters," was a treat and a

joy to see. It is very rare to see
such comedy in the theatre
and this play had the audience
rolling In their seats, laughing
straight through the show.
The skilled direction of
Carlos Alexis Cruz thrilled the

audience and left them wanting
so much more. The story of a
simpleminded servant who

of the actors
hilarity of the
members leapt
the stage, ran
dience, and if
first two rows,

played into the
stage. The cast
and flew across
through the au
you sat in the
you became in

volved in the action. Tumbling,
jumping, and dancing across
the stage, "The Servant of Two
Masters" was a jewel to watch
and a thrill to laugh at.
A thoroughly active and en
gaging play, "The Servant of Two
Masters" had you engaged from

the very start and included you
in the action and play. Drawing
on humor and comedy from
both action and dialogue, the
fall play was sure to please and
provide a welcome distraction
from homework and classes.

Overall, the fall play was
a terrific production from our
George Fox Theatre. Coming up
next on the Main Stage is "Mrs.
Packard," so be sure to check it

out in February!

agrees to serve two masters

is endearing at worst and
nothing less than fabulous at
best.

The two masters, a

women pretending to be a
man, a feminist maid servant,

three pairs of lovers, two hi
lariously stubborn fathers, a
group of silly waiters, and one

ridiculous servant make up
the recipe for a belly-laugh
worthy show.
The genius of the actors

had the audience captivated
and enthralled. Each char

acter has a personality that
caused the audience to laugh
until their stomachs hurt. The

costumes were as lively and

bright as the cast wearing

them and the stage made for
tumbling space had the audi
ence bouncing in their seats.
The detailed costumes add to play s success.
Surprise lines and music

Photo by JOEL RURIK (The Crescent

e v e r y y e a r.

used to accentuate the action

ecution stages. Members of the

Seasonal entertainment in Newberg area

The students are also heavily
involved in the planning and ex
Choir Executive Council are each

tasked with separate duties for

By CAROLINE SMITH
Crescent Staff

and their vacation retreat.
However if a more serious

performances happenmg in
Portland. I recently went to see
mood strikes you,"Argo" is based "Memphis" by Broadway ^cross
homestretch of fall semester
sibilities. Fellow students assist
the journey of the Christmas ^ them with these duties. During s t a r v e d f o r s o m e e n t e r t a \ r v m e r \ t on the true story of a hostage Amerxca and "\_ega\\y ^Vondei'
and wondering where the time s i t u a t i o n i n i r a n , a n d t h e m e a
by Plxle Dust ?yoduct)ons. Other
s t o r y. ' t h e w e e k o f t h e c o n c e r t , a l l s t u has gone, read on. This season sures one outfit will go to get t / t / e s i n t h e f a l l s e a s o n w e r e
After choosing music for dents contribute at least two
those six people back to safety. "Sweeney Todd"and "Little Shop
has graced us with many worth
the concert, the next step is ^ «-uDicTiy>Ae 1 o
of Horrors." In fact, "Little Shop
while movies, plays, and perfor
Some, however, have been pa
selecting a theme. Thoughts See CHRISTMAS | page 8
tiently awaiting the release of of Horrors" was performed at
mances, and there Is more to
c o m e .
"Breaking Dawn," the final in
Broadway Rose New Stage In
In the Newberg area, we stallment of the "Twilight" Saga, Tlgard, very close to campus.
which opens on Friday.
Future productions taking
have access to a wide selec
Others have been looking place at this location can be
tion
of
movie
theaters,
the
99W
B y L A U R E N PA R K E R
forward to seeing Tolstoy's "Anna found on the Broadway Rose
and sexy suspenders, and gain Drive-ln and Sherwood Regal
C r e s c e n t S t a ff
Karenina" on the big screen on w e b s i t e . " C h r i s t m a s o n B r o a d
Cinemas
for
example.
Here
we
A r e y o u a f a s h i o n a b l y inspiration from other students'
Friday as well. And others still way" will be their winter show
perfectly
paired
ensembles.
might
view
some
highly
antici
dressed man or woman who
Involving Christmas songs with
pated films. Recently playing in have been anxiously anticipat
wishes your personal style was Photographers are scouring
the story of snow bound dream
the
school,
looking
for
fabu
Sherwood
were:
"Pitch
Perfect",
ing
'The
Hobbit"
to
finally
pre
more appreciated? Do you wish
ers.
lous fashion forward people to a story of a collegiate a capella
miere, as it will do on Dec. 14.
to inspire people with your way
T h e b o x o f fi c e b u s t e r f o r C h r i s t
And as we slip into the
interview
and
photograph
for
group
and
competition;
"Fun
of mixing patterns and colors?
mas day this year will be "Les holiday spirit, there are many
this
fantastic
feature.
If
you're
Size,"
a
teenage
girl's
frantic
but
The Blurgh (theblurgh.tumblr.
you could be a part of adventurous hunt for her young Miserables," the film adaptation opportunities to soak Ltp those
com) is launching a new feature lucky,
of the much beloved musical.
brother who wondered off while
t h i s m o v e m e n t . Tu n e i n t o t h e
magical Christmas moments
called College Street Style,
Put these on your calendar)
here in Newberg. Mountain
trick-or-treating;
and
"Hotel
Blurgh
every
week
to
see
the
where students share their
S
o
m
e
o
t
h
e
r
o
p
p
o
r
t
u
n
i
V
iew Middle School will be
latest college street style.
Transylvania," an animated tale
fashion advice, bold blazers,
ties to explore are the theater hosting a holiday concert on
about our childhood monsters
Dec. 6 at 7 p.m. This, and other
such middle school concerts,
would be a great way to show
our support to the local youth
and enjoy their musical talents.
music or resources he believes

would be exciting or meaning
ful. Each year, the music traces

the semester, as a way to be or

ganized and split up the respon

If you are venturing into the

Watch for College Street Style

Some other events to look into

would be The Valley Repertory
Theatre's performances of "It's a
Wonderful Life" on Dec. 6,8,9,1315,and 20-23.

This show is the stage

version of Frank Capra's trea
sured Christmas movie. The

More than 60 program opportunities in teaching,

Valley Repertory Theatre was
actually founded by George Fox
alumni Stephen Pick and Caleb
Thurston. In Its cast, we have
our very own student, Heather
GIgstad!

counseling, physical education, and administration.

contemporary telling of "Julius

Convenient classes at eight Southern California
locations and online.

Nedra Graham
Santa Fs MIddIa School

NCATE-accredited programs recognized by all
50 states and Internationally.

Single-Subiect Teaching Credential. 2004

Valley Rep is also doing a
Caesar" set in Washington D.C.
which will open towards the
end of February. With student

prices of only $10, and an op
tional "talkback session" follow

Classes start throughout the year.
Contact us today!
(800) 825-5278
w w w. a p u . e d u / e x p l o r e / e d u c a t i o n
graduatecenler9apu.edu

ing each performance.

A
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Even if you feel like you have
missed a lot of great movies,
plays, and productions this fall,
just remember that there is

always more to come. Just stay
informed about our community,
our town, and our art. Enjoy!
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Decision to deny charter scrutinized from both sides
B y K AT H E R I N E
VA N L A N D I N G H A M
Crescent Staff

George Fox University has
faced harsh criticism the past
•few weeks for acting on nothing
more than what they hold to be
true.

In early October a group
known as Common Ground,

a student-run organization
that represents and serves the
lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and questioning com
munity at GPU applied for club
charter status but'were quickly
shot down by members of Asso
ciated Student Community and

allowing potentially controver
sial and questionable to run on
campus grounds.
Though many GPU students
do not share the university's
stance on homosexuality and
sexuality In general, we must all
respect the institutional stance,
as all have signed contracts
agreeing to live consistently
with these teachings. Making
this commitment rules out our

right to argue with GPU policies
concerning the issue.
Our university holds obliga
tions not only to its students
but to their alumni and other

denied status.
Common Ground has all

supporters; allowing such clubs
on campus has the potential to

the right intentions, following

create issues in these relation

the GPU mission statement and

acting as nothing more than a
support group for this commu
nity of students, but even so I
think GPU has every right to del
egate what clubs to support and
what groups to overlook.
As a Quaker school, GPU
is biblically rooted. The bible

clearly labels homosexuality as a

sin on multiple occasions. Obvi
ously people who struggle with
such things are no less valuable

and no less loved by our Savior,
but such actions have no place
in the kingdom of God.
Even though Common
Ground claims to not support
homosexuality, GPU has an ob
ligation to hold true to bibli
cal truths and error on the side
of caution when it comes to

ships and bring to life a lifestyle
on campus that has the poten
tial to be harmful to student's
Christian walk.

GPU • recently released a
written response to the whole
LGBTQ controversy in which
they clearly state that every
individual is valued no matter
what his or her sexual orienta

tion may be and that they plan
to respect these Individuals,
sending out an apology to all
who may have been personally
offended by their actions.
I'm not saying the decision
to deny these students club
charter was necessarily the right
thing to do, but it can certainly
be justified and should not di
minish the reputation of our
school.

By ALEXIS CHRiSTOPHERSON
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

There are few organizations
on campus that provide such
an open arena for discussion.
Common Ground is one of those

organizations. Since late last
year they have given an other
wise unheard group on campus
the opportunity to share in a
safe and protected zone.
Especially on a Christian
campus like ours, where any
thing LGBTQ can be taboo,
Common Ground provides the
space for a clear discussion. They
strive "to cultivate a safe space
in which LGBTQ individuals

in their opinions of the club.

of clubs on the ASC website and

for some sort of LGBTQ group,

you'll see a variety to groups
of people with ail sorts of dis

There is a need on campus

that's why Common Ground

tinguishing factors. Isn't the

was formed in the first place.

LGBTQ group just as important

Whether or not they advocate

as those?

for policy changes or to con

vince George Pox to change
their view on homosexual

ity, what they provide for the

student body at George Pox is
vital. We all need a place to talk.
That's why we have Life Groups,
floor Bible studies, friends, and
Journals.

There are many clubs and
groups on campus that cater to
various groups. Search the list

Maybe they won't get char
tered, but part of the college
experience is broadening our
horizons and opening our
minds and thought processes.
And even if we disagree with

the validity qf LGBTQ or the
ethics of the issue, they are still

an important part of the George
Pox community. They do not rob
us of our Christ-like community;

in fact, they make us better.

feel at home" as

they said in their
2012 resolves,
a response to
ASC's decision to
not let Common
Ground be char
tered.
I

am

not

writing

to

condemn

ASC.

Their reasoning
for not allowing
Common Ground
to be chartered is
understandable

given their posi

tion on campus
and
within
Student
Life.

H o w e v e r, I d o
think a second
look is warranted

Members of Common Ground in September
Photo courtesy of GFU Common Ground Pacebook page

Bon encounters of the awkward sort Thanksgiving break too short?
By LEVI BOWERS
Crescent Staff

I enjoy a variety of odd passtimes. The vast majority of them
are ways to make people feel
uncomfortable. One of these is

making weird faces at people
across the Bon. The majority of
the time, I know the person to
whom I am showing odd ex
pressions, but, there is nothing
quite satisfactory as seeing the
expressions of the people who

a table and sat down. Quite

often, these people are joined

by their friends. But it gets in

teresting when they are joined
by complete strangers.
These first time exchanges
are exceedingly entertaining.

The newcomer begins by sitting
across the table from the loner,
literally as far away as he or she
can. The original sitter acknowl
edges his or her existence in as

see me and do not know me.

Another one of my fa
vorite pass-times is people
watching. The Bon is a prime
environment for this activity.
Nearly everyone goes there at
some point in the day and the
variety of people who do go
there is quite impressive, con
sidering the size of the univer
sity.

If you watch long enough,

trends arise. You have your
table hoppers who sit at three
tables or more per meal, and
the individuals who come in,

choke down their meal, and
then book it to wherever they
need to get to next.
Next, you have the indi
viduals who stay in the Bon for
several hours, stay at the same
table, and sit with multiple
waves of people. PInally we
come to the individual who sits
alone.

For some people, sitting

alone is not a problem. They
merely found an open seat at

persons name was.

On the other hand, the

two table talkers may discover
they have several classes in
common. Soon they are going
to the same study groups and
then just studying together.
The next thing you know, they
are dating and then it is Ring by
Spring (after all, this is George
Pox).

I prefer a different method.
Occasionally, I will choose to
sit alone at a table and enjoy

By SARAH BIERNACKI
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

For many of us at George Pox
University, Thanksgiving break
is not something we can really
l o o k f o r w a r d t o . Ye s , i t i s f o u r

days from school but Thanks
giving Is a time that should be
spent with our family and due
to the tightness and lack of time
to celebrate and rejuvenate with
family and friends, that oppor
tunity is taken from us.
Being from California and

which time they would simply
be tired over their trip any
ways).
"Because it's shorter I cannot

go home and I have to stay in
Oregon. Ym going to my grand
parents' house; if \ had a whole
week I would have the opportu
nity to see my friends and sleep
in my own bed," said Courtney
Ross, a first-year student and
California resident.

Second, students need time

The next thing you know, a m e a l w i t h o u t c o n v e r s a t i o n
would be when I do quite
they are dating and then it a(this
bit of my people watching).
is Ring by Spring (after all, Every now and then, a stranger
will sit next to me and we will
this is George Fox).
go through the above men

due to the shortness of the

to recuperate from the long

break, I am not going home
because It is simply not worth
the plane costs for only two or
three days with my family. For
my family. Thanksgiving is a

months of school.

tioned formalities. Then the fun

the country (who I could only
see for once or twice a year)
would come for a week and stay

I

> 9

few syllables as possible.
The next stage consists of
asking the really boring ques
tions: What is your name? What
is your major? What year in
school are you? The majority of
the answers to these questions
are forgotten before the meal
ends.

From this point, the rela
tionship can go a few differ
ent ways. The first, and most

begins.
I eat everything with a fork

including cold cereal so, right
off the bat, the newcomer is

already wondering. The next
thing I do is point out someone
random at another table and

say, "Hey, that chick/guy was
checking you out." On the

outside, the individual may not

even let it show concern, but
on the inside, he or she will
always wonder.
Perhaps I am a nut, but I am

common, is that the two oc

an incredibly happy nut. More

casionally see each other on

people should try tactics like

campus. They will acknowledge
each other, maybe remem
ber each other's names, and
then go on with their lives not
quite knowing what the other

this. That way, when you see
the person again, you can point
out the person and tell your
friends you really freaked him
or her out.

Overheard and out of hand

time where cousins from around

at my house.
I always cherish the little

time I have with them and really
give thanks for how lucky I am
for such a family. This will be
the first Thanksgiving I have not
spent with my family. Instead, I
am going with a friend from Cal

ifornia's grand-parents' house to
spend it with her family here in

"We don't have any time
to stop school mode and take

a break to relax...by the time
you get there you have to turn
around and come back," said
AllyTully, a first-year student.
Finally, the break should be

lengthened because Thanksgiv
ing is all about being with the
ones you love and being thank
ful for the time spent with them.
"I'm from California and I

only get to see my parents a
few times over the school year...l
think it's important to spend
time at home,"TuIly said.
Thanksgiving break is a

teaser for all of us; whether you

Oregon, so I do not have to be

are from Oregon or another

strongly about this issue and I
believe the break should be ex

greatly needed. Spending real

tended for three reasons.

ones, building memories that
can last a life time, and con

alone on campus.
As you can tell I feel very

First, many of those from

other states do not wish to pay
hundreds of dollars to only

state or country, it is all around
agreed that more time-off is
amounts of time with our loved

tinuing traditions are vital to

spend two to three days with
their family and friends (most of

a young person's life and yet
these are being hindered due to
school policy.

and exceedingly simple to
follow, which causes confusion

it hilarious. However, it would

B y A LY S S A W O O D R U F F
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

For several years now, the Pa
cebook page "Overheard at Fox"

can be quotations from stu

the lines of, "Oh. That." Lines are

has been a favorite communica

dents, professors, or any faculty

being drawn, sides are being

m e m b e r.

chosen.

tion source of the George Pox
University (GPU) campus. The

page is for GFU students to post
the interesting, hilarious, and at
times questionable things that
are heard in passing.
Because these posts are
simply "overheard" snatches of

conversations, they are usually
taken out of context, which,
honestly, makes them all the
more amusing to read. Posts

Though the page is not by
any means a new craze, "Over

heard" is currently getting a
heightened amount of atten
tion as GPU students seem to

be putting the posts under a fair
amount of scrutiny.
Lately, every time "Over

heard" is brought up, it is met
with mixed reactions, i'll usually
hear either, "Oh yeah, that page
Is hilarious!" or something along

Since this is just a Pacebook page, it may seem odd

that there can be such a strong
controversy over its likability.
However, the cause of all the
commotion comes down to

people just not playing by the
rules.

Surprised? Well of course
the page has rules. We are at
a Quaker school after all. The

as to why students seem to be

having such a hard time abiding
by them.

I like "Overheard at Fox." I find
be good to remember that the

rules are there to be followed,

end also to think about others

The rules can be found in
posting. Also, It would be
the "About" section of the page, when
good
to
a certain amount of
and are as follows; no names', decorumuse
when posting.

no profanity, no gossip, nothing

too inappropriate, the person
posting cannot be a part of the
conversation; it must be over

heard, arid quoting teachers
IS allowed as long as the post
rules are both completely fair follows the above rules.

Remember that if the quota
tion isn't something you would
say out loud, it is not something
you should be posting it on the
internet.

Keep it classy, George Pox.
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ack Friday; completely out of hand or time for family connection?
By LIBERTY ENGLISH
Crescent Staff

the next morning?

B y H E AT H E R D E R O S A

My family has never been
Dig shoppers, .and the idea of
waiting outside in the cold or

o^d
i ay footbal games ande
l ft-

ram (or both) to save a couple
of dollars on something we

Black Friday has become

diculous. Not that I am judging
the togetherness that camping
outside of the mall can bring

so many

dont need always seemed ri

families, it just isn't for me and I

Shithe ,!!
overshad
ows
real holiday
that week. can't realiy relate.
Togetherness in my family
or the day before
Black Friday, has turned into a
preparation/plot day for shop

has always Involved music,
board games, kettle cooked
popcorn, and American sports.

pers to map their mall routes I can't knock shoppers for
and check out the sales online
wanting to save on something
or in the newspapers.
they would otherwise be paying
Instead of taking the time up to double for.
to go around the dinner table
What I can say. though, is
sharing what they are thankful that if you don't need it, don't

tor. are these people listing off
the items they hope to purchase

buy it.

Crescent Staff

Before you go around
calling me a consumerist, let
me tell you why I am in favor of

Black Friday shopping.
It seems that Wal-Mart,

Target, Best Buy and other
stores start opening earlier
and earlier every year to lure
in those bargain hunters. Black
Friday used to start at 6 a.m.,
then moved to 4 a.m., and
this last year it seemed that
some stores started opening at
midnight or very early Friday
morning.
If we keep following this
trend, we may as well forget
Thanksgiving dinner and head
to the mall food court for some

Auntie Ann's pretzels instead of
the standard, American Thanks
giving.

This is not the Black Friday I
am in favor of.The Black Friday I
enjoy is the one that has grown
to be a tradition in my family;
while the men gorge them
selves on Thanksgiving dinner

round two, and attempt to
hang the Christmas lights, the
women head out bright and
early to peruse the sales.
We usually start at Fred

Meyer; they have screaming
deals on socks. We then head

to the mall to see if there is any
thing we can't live without, or
feel our loved ones can't live

without as a Christmas gift.
Afterwards, we usually head

to Applebees or the Cheese
cake Factory, or one of the

equivalents for a post shopping

fuel stop. We used to be the

early birds who would get to

Fred Meyer at 8 a.m., and now it
seems it Is most of the crowd's

last stop before heading home.
This is a time that we get
caught up on girl talk, gossip
about who brought who home

to meet the family this year,
and just spend time together as

a family. It's time we don't get
to spend together, except on
Black Friday.
Don't get me wrong; we love

the bargains as well. I probably
should take this chance to brag
about the $80 Ugg slippers I
scored for $35 at Nordstrom a

few years back.
To tie all of my ranting to

gether, Black Friday shouldn't
be about running over some
poor woman with your shop
ping cart to get that Wii for 70
percent off; it should be about
getting another chance to
extend what the holidays are
about, getting an opportunity
to spend time with the ones
you love.
Black Friday doesn't need

to be just hitting up the mall
to find bargains; it could be the
tradition the men in my family

live out, attempting to eat all
the leftovers and get a jumpstart on the holiday decorating.
You could also spend your

Black Friday sleeping in, savor
ing your day off. Just consider
Black Friday the kick off to the
holiday season.

Political optimism is essential to the progression of
democracy
By Ryan Lackey
Crescent Staff

Post-modern political
society in the western world Is

characterized by a form of phil

osophical hopelessness that has

degraded into schizophrenia.

Even students are prone to the madness of Black Friday
Photo bx SHARAYAH GRACIANI | The Crescent

Tips for finishing the
semester strong after
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

moment of truth to see If the

week of late night studying and
stress has paid off. So how'd you
do?

Even though midterm grades
are intimidating and weigh a

lot on overall grades, they are a
great indicator of current prog
ress and a motivator to do even
better the second half of the se
mester.

Sometimes we feel like our

teachers get together and plan
the hardest midterm tests they
can come up with just to toy

with us, but in reality our teach

realized: a bleak, intrusive pessi

subjective truth differently
and explicitly?.
dation to fall back upon, the
mism. Lacking any higher foun

And really study. Go above and
beyond just getting your imme
diate homework done.

This might even mean giving
up some episodes of "Friends."
missing a floor event here or
there, and committing your
self to be a diligent worker and
strive to be successful in your
education.

Another great idea is to be
an active participator in class.

Talking and discussing the mate
rial with other people, especially
your much more intelligent
professor, is a successful way to

process and ingrain the informa

tion deeper into your mind.
Here's another thought: get

irrelevant or an arena for the

hard work, for all are meaning
less without the moral standard.
Life becomes ecclesiastical; all Is

meaningless when cloaked by
the choking fog of despondent
relativism.

Christians are equally guilty
of this despair as are secular
citizens, Insisting, alternatively.

B y L A U R E N PA R K E R
C r e s c e n t S t a ff

the case may be, if you're in

this boat here are a few tips to

conquer your midterm grade
and pull yourself up to a grade
you'll be excited about.

First, study, study, study.

You've heard that one before

right? Well, it's true. Making a
habit of studying and reviewing
what you go over In class every
day is a great cycle to get into.

George Fox has recently in
same time every night and try to stalled a revolutionary way of

and personally I love it. It may
to channel to your studies.
After you've got the sleep be because Steve Sherwood
schedule down, try coupling Is the professor, or It may be
that with a healthy lifestyle. If because 1 feel more comfortable
your body is healthy and func

both the spiritual and the
secular, politics becomes either
degradation of other beliefs.
This tragic obliteration of

hope, this wholly vile insistence
on the reclamation of nothing
ness, has violated American pol

itics totally. The problem rests
with many American citizens,
and their gruff inaction attrib

among the politically active.
The people's rhetoric becomes
increasingly dispassionate,

devoid of belief in democracy
and centrally distrustful of poli
ticians - often only those of the
opposing party.

Certainly, America's very

existence is predicated on a

suspicion of politics and politi

cians vis a vis the Revolution;
the emphasis, however, should
See OPTIMISM | page 8

uted either to dim resignation

Hybrid classes have positives and negatives

completely kill the test we just

don't study enough, or the test
Is just plain hard and we cave
under the pressure. Whatever

acter and his ideals.

or relativist laziness.

get at least seven or eight hours teaching students. We are the
every night. You'll be amazed guinea pigs of none other than
at how good you feel and how the hybrid class.
much energy you have built up
I'm In a hybrid Bible class,

don't study the right things,

his beliefs, and no distinction
can be made between his char
Political action thus becomes

deeply troubled entities; nor
can one grasp love, godliness, or

for a week. Go to bed at the

Other times we don't do as
well as we would've liked. We

views are equally right - and by

biting, a vicious circle of sleepy
incomprehension among the
masses and violent partisanship
of Puritanical brimstone. Among

through our midterms. They're

grade to show for It.

9 9

cling? One cannot trumpet
the triumph of humanity, for
humans are intrinsically flawed,

good sleep. Try this experiment

took and therefore have a great

or in an oppressive implementa
tion of rigid legalism that lacks
any basis in Scripture.

What becomes of politics
if everyone understands sub
jective truth differently and
explicitly? Why vote, if each
participant's ballot and political

Judgment, typically reserved extension, equally wrong?
Christians, moral relativists, and
the average citizen too often for God alone, seems to be a
Furthermore, this exasper
consider the political realities favored pastime of some po
ating apathy Is extended, by
of the modern world beyond litically active Christians, fiercely virtue of the remarV.ab\e ablWi^
saving, and have the frightening condemning any dvssenXers as o f k m e u c a r \ s x o b e s i v c r v o W e w e immoral heathens in a napalm ously indifferent and elitist, to
tendency to consider conflict
an aristocratic flippancy char
ing beliefs in others as an unre
deemable moral failing.
acterized by the view of those
<(.
To begin, the logical end of
What becomes of politics with differing political opinions
with disgust and revulsion. In
ethical relativism, the ostracism
if everyone understands America,
of absolute morality, has been
a man is his politics,

ers are pushing us to grow
meant to be challenging. Some
times we come out on top and

ounce of redemptive goodness,

To w h a t c a n a r e l a t i v i s t

By ALLISON MEADE

GFU account and click the tab
labeled 'Midterm Grades.' It's the

government, is without an

chaos of the world, the radically
bipolar reality of life, becomes
nothing more than a cruel irony.

midterms
It's time. You open up your

either all of creation, and thus

discussing things on the online

tioning properly, your mind is forums than in an in-class dis

going to be more alert and all of cussion, but I am all for the

the cobwebs will be cleared out hybrid classes.
What i don't like about it is
of your head.
M i d t e r m s a r e d e fi n i t e l y that I tend to forget that a lot of
stressful but we can conquer my work is online and I have to

them. So if you didn't do as well rush to finish it as the deadline

this time around, don't let that quickly approaches. Freshmen
get you down because with a Rebekah Binderim and Annette
little hard work you can come Croda feel the same way.
out on top and get that'A'l
Binderim told me. "I like that

we spend a shorter amount of

time in class. It kind of changes
it a little bit from Just getting
lectured at all the time and it
puts more personal responsibil
ity on each student I believe. I
do not like that the school's wifi

is very unreliable therefore you
can't turn In your assignments
all the time and with the per
sonal responsibility a lot of stu
dents don't do their work which

hinders you from doing yours."

Annette also shares the

same view, "I definitely like
that we only go to class once a
week because It cuts down on
my class time and I have more
time to do homework and stuff."
And because of the fact that

she has class only once a week,
she spends two to three hours a
week doing homework.
"We have more assignments,

but I like it just because I like to

be able to do my work on my
o w n t i m e . Yo u c a n d o i t w h e n

you want to and you don't nec

essarily have to do it during the
set allotted class time."

On whether or not they'll
take more hybrid classes, both
said that they would, depend
ing on what the subject being
taught was. Annette said, "i

don't know if I like writing just
because I wish I had more time

to have personal review of my

writing. I feel like 1 don't get

enough feedback on my writing.

But maybe like a science class

possibly where it's Just facts."

Whether or not you enjoy

hybrid classes or not, Annette

sums it up perfectly. "If you're
responsible, take a hybrid class.
If you're not, don't, because vou
will fall."
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OPTIMISM: We need to believe

that we can improve

Continued from page 7

be focused on the precepts
of the Framers: the ability
and responsibility of man to
manifest and nurture good
government.

Additionally, Americans'
love affair with unadulter

ated capitalism also assists
in forming this Inclina
tion towards skepticism;
by regarding politicians as
corrupt cronies who have
no business meddling with
the economy, It becomes
straightforward to regard
them as unfit to oversee any
thing at all.
This is compounded by

the actual failings of the gov
ernment; as the 1960s and

70s witnessed Watergate, the
Gulf of Tonkin, Iran-Contra,
and a wealth of other scan

dals, the credibility gap only
widened. The contemporary
situation can be understood,
therefore, as the culmination

of an extended historical

shift towards pessimism.
This ail forms the current

status quo, regarded as a
dearth of optimism and what
amounts essentially to wide
spread nihilism. Sadly, such
a view is narrow, stemming
from an essential misunder

standing of government and
democracy. Good things,
democracies. institutions

formed with the purest
moral and righteous inten
tions, are never unblemished

in practice. A government
is only as upstanding and
noble as her citizens.

A m e r i c a n s , h o w e v e r,

seem to conveniently forget
this, whether to blast those

CHRISTMAS: Behind the scenes
of concert

Continued from page 5
hours each to some element

of the concert preparation.

After months of planning
and dedication, students in
volved are able to witness
the outcome of their hard

work, and have the chance

to share this meaningful
concert with the community.
"It

takes

a

different

tone when you realize the
outcome of your hard work,"
said Choir President Kristina

Moseng.
In regards to finally fin
ishing the preparation and
work, Moseng feels students
can really enjoy the produc

In opposition or to voice

s e l fl e s s n e s s o f a l t r u i s t i c c o m

their own bleak beliefs.

passion.

Whenever the slightest fault
bursts forth into the public
spotlight, some citizens

either seize the opening to

challenge stands: Inquire
back throughout history,

criticize others, or lament

and uncover another form of

the entire organization of
democracy.
What is forgotten is the
massive redemptive po
tential of democracy; her
greatest quality is flexibility,
her adeptness at claiming
mistakes and, afterwards,

working for the betterment
of society. History recipro
cates this; a myriad of exam
ples are quickly apparent.
Democracy was the
springboard of slavery, es
sentially darkness personi
fied, but worked diligently to

such a determined sentry
protecting essential human
rights and dignities.
The political system
is shockingly inefficient,
often corrupt, self-serving,
shortsighted, bigoted, and
sluggish. It is certainly not,
however, beyond saving or
unworthy of the effort. True
reform and workable Innova

tion is birthed in the overlap
between beliefs, the natural
product of didactic synthe
sis.

Democracy birthed
lalssez faire capitalism, an
economic organization
perpetuating gilded splen
dor for the rich and filthy
and grimy toil for the poor,
but proceeded to create a
network of social safety nets
and provided for the general

Thus, as shocking as it
may be, a variation in beliefs
and values among Ameri
cans is actually productive
and critical to the process.
Observe history, plot out
the constantly improving
state of humanity and life on
Earth.
I call not for a belief in

Democracy has mur
dered arbitrarily seized
land and banished peaceful
people in the name of heav
enly decree, but engaged in
saintly sacrifice and stood a
staunch, dogged defense to
rid the world of unspeakable

the Infallibility of politics,
but for an understanding of
our ability to improve. I call

evil.

human being and one's po
litical beliefs. I merely ask for
people everywhere to con
centrate their energies on
the essence of democracy:
positive progress.

Democracy is a micro
cosm of humanity, an intrin
sically imperfect entity prone
to scheming and cunning,
but redeemed by the pro
gression towards something
better, fueled by the loving

not for the truthfulness of all

beliefs, but for calm, rational
debate and the conscious

realization of the separation

Wenz emphasized the

every year. And audience
members have a record of

realize they are not working

showing the impact that the

for themselves.

concert has on them.

"There is a greater audi
ence, not Just personal fulfill

"Every year there Is
something I see, and they
are transfigured...you can

ment. There is a satisfaction

that comes with seeing
what you did, have a pow
erful impact. But there is
an essence of serving," said

Wenz. "This is a 'we' project.
It's a gift we're giving to

the community and we are
humbled by the opportu
nity."
The community has re
sponded well. There are

three performances during
the weekend, and they have
been known to sell out.

Seeing a department
come together with the uni

"It's at that time, when I
let go of all the details, that
I can experience the story,"
shared Moseng.

event that has potential for
great impact is something

versity and putting on an

see it in their faces," said

Wenz. "Everyone Is so united
and I would like to believe
blessed."

The theme of the upcom
ing 2012 Christmas concert
is "Star of Wonder, Star of

Light" and will be presented

Science,' which is a general

"So, you are going to have

sized the way the university

but discover their academic

will not separate these stu

gifts in college, can poten
tially and prematurely be ex

dents in campus housing
from others not enrolled in

"A lot of honors programs
have students live together
in an honors dorm, and we're

"If you come to George

gram's mission of intellectual

program and you want to
study politics, I bet in the

first semester you're going

our Best Price Promise* you always
get the best prices. In fact, if you

find a lower textbook price locally
or online, we'll beat it by 10%.
do questions asked!

sary part of completing, the
honors program at George
Fox.

rector will be chosen in the

coming year.

other schools do.

Fox to do the honors

riculum.

OH! We almost forgot-thanks to

the program, something that

not doing that, so they're
going to be scattered just
like everyone else," he said.
In keeping with the pro

by-product of the new cur

complete college outfitter.

b e n e fi c i a l , a n d a n e c e s

While the program's cur

the division of students as a

everything in between, we're the

554-3844.

riculum has been passed in
a proposal, the budget will
undergo subsequent revi
sions and the program's di

of the honors program, de
scribed his view regarding

supplies to food and beverages and

edu, or at the University Box

[general education] classes,
sharing their insights."
Moreover, Hall empha

cate for and interim director

-rom college gear and schoo

Office (two weeks prior to
the event) by calling 503-

these students in these

Mark David Hall, an advo

provide everything students neec
to get nnore college for their money,

performingarts.georgefox.

high school applicants con
sideration. Springer Mock is

cluded from admittance.

We ' r e t h e B l u e Z o n e S t o r e a n d w e

Dec. 7 and 8 at 7:30 p.m.
and Dec. 9 at 2 p.m. Tickets
are currently available and
can be purchased online at

education class," Hall said.

do not possess these quali
fications out of high school,

Who are we, you ask?

in GFU's Bauman Auditorium

honors committee will grant

and capable students who

bluezone store

that Wenz looks forward to

HONORS: GFU's honors program
Continued from page 2
interview with the honors di
to be taking 'Intro to Political

concerned that deserving

AT

between one's worth as a

fact that these students

tion once all the details are
done.

rector and a member of the

politics so Intimately inter

twined with Christian values,

eradicate it.

welfare.

E'VEGOu

What other system would

one rather live under? The

and civic engagement, mentorship and campus service
projects will be encouraged.

BLUEZONE STORE
N66b0

409 Carlton Way | 503-554-2540

neebo.com/georgefox

